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Disturbance Observer based Boundary Tracking for Environment 
Monitoring 
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Abstract – This paper presents a boundary tracking control of an agent. To this end, it is shown that 
the boundary tracking problem can be reformulated into a robust control of uncertain double integrator 
first. Then, a disturbance observer (DOB) based control is proposed solving the robust control 
problem. Unlike the existing results in the literature, the proposed DOB based control requires only the 
local position measurement of the boundary (not the gradient information). The performance of the 
proposed control is demonstrated for two cases: the measurement of the boundary is given in a 
continuous or discrete manner. Finally, it is shown that the proposed control can be used for 
environmental monitoring as well by showing that the agent follows a level curve of real 
environmental monitoring data. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Spiraling technique [1], UUV-gas algorithm [2], and 

Snake algorithm [3] have been applied to track perimeter 
of regions of interest. Hybrid coordination algorithms, 
which are primarily decentralized, have been investigated 
for tracking moving boundaries in [4]. 

In [5], a single agent tracks a scalar potential field 
using a reactive control law that has roots on the isoline 
following control methodology. An assumption is on the 
availability of the gradient information of the scalar field. 
Extremum seeking algorithms are proposed in [6] for 
source localisation, which is a different problem to the one 
considered in the paper, and where authors estimate 
gradient by probing scalar field periodically. 

Spatial gradient direction is estimated using a team of 
vehicles in [7], even in the presence of constrained 
communication and using Poisson integrals method in [8]. 
These spatial gradient estimation techniques are of use to 
device separate control ideas for steering vehicles along 
the boundary. A boundary tracking control law based on 
sub-optimal sliding mode techniques which require only 
instantaneous contaminant density level measurement has 
been developed in [9] and has been validated using real 
data from the Eyjafyallajökull volcanic eruption. 

In [10], a bio-inspired technique from the behavior of 

fireflies/glowworms, which was originally proposed in 
[11] has been extended to carry out mapping of two 
dimensional boundaries and subsequently to map three 
dimensional boundaries [12]. 

The objective of this paper is to design a feedback 
control law making an agent follow a boundary which is 
provided by either a function of the agent’s position or a 
level set of real measured data (e.g. leakage of harmful gas, 
nuclear radiation from unshielded devices, oil spill in 
oceans, spread of ash clouds from volcanic eruptions) 
given in a discrete manner. 

To achieve the objective, the contribution of the paper 
is threefold. First, it is shown that the boundary tracking 
problem is equivalent to an output zeroing problem of an 
uncertain double integrator. This means that the boundary 
tracking is achieved by designing a robust control. Second, 
an output feedback robust control is designed to solve the 
reformulated problem using only measurable signal. Third, 
it is demonstrated that the proposed boundary tracking can 
be applied to environmental monitoring. 

In order to design the robust control, a disturbance 
observer (DOB) based control is devised for the uncertain 
double integrator under the assumption that only the 
boundary information at the agent’s position is measurable 
[13]. The disturbance observer estimates whole system 
uncertainties and the estimated uncertainty is used to 
cancel out the uncertainties. Besides, the high-gain 
observer type Q-filter in the DOB estimates not only the 
error between the current agent’s position and the boundary 
but also its derivative. These estimates are used in the 
controller in order to stabilize the nominal model. Note 
that this estimated derivative makes a sharp difference 
between the proposed scheme and the existing result in 
which the derivative information is assumed to be 
available to the controller. In other words, thanks to the 
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estimated derivative information, the proposed control 
works using only measurable tracking error. 

The designed DOB based control is applied to two 
examples. In the first example, the measurement is given 
continuously. On the other hand, the measurement is 
provided in a discrete manner in the second example. In 
both examples, it is shown that the proposed DOB based 
control achieves boundary tracking successfully. Finally, 
the performance of the proposed control is demonstrated 
by applying it to the tracking of a boundary made by 
environmental monitoring data which is provided discretely. 

 
 

2. Preliminary: Disturbance Observer 
 
In order to present the controller design methodology, 

this section introduces a disturbance observer based robust 
control design reported in [13, 14]. 

Consider the disturbance observer (DOB) based control 
systems depicted in Fig. 1. The uncertain plant is described 
by 
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where ( 1, , )i i nφ =  and g  are uncertain parameters 
and d denotes unknown bounded disturbance. The 
corresponding nominal model of the uncertain system is 
assumed to be given by  
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where ( 1, , )i i nφ = and g  are known nominal 
parameters. In the DOB based control design, it is assumed 
that the nominal control ru for the nominal model is 
properly designed such that 
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where refy is the output reference. In other words, if there 
are no parameter uncertainties and external disturbances, 
control ru  achieves perfect output tracking. On the top of 
this nominal controller, a DOB is designed in order to 
estimate and reject the undesired effect of uncertainties in 
the system. For notational simplicity, denote the transfer 
function of the uncertain system by )(sP , that of the 
nominal model by )(sPn , and those Q-filters by )(sQA  
and )(sQB . Using these notations, the state space models 
of the DOB are given by 
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τ and s'iα are design parameters, and (.)aΦ is 

saturation function with saturation bound .0>a  
The principle of such a DOB design is as follows. In Fig. 

1, the input to the uncertain system )(sP  is .du +  An 
intuitive way to estimate du +  is to use the output of the 
uncertain system y being its input conceptually corresponds 
to .du +  Since )(sQB  is also a stable filter with unity 
DC gain, +u  also corresponds to .u  Hence, the output of 

1( ) ( ),
n A

P s Q s−  say +− uupˆ is an estimate of the lumped 

disturbance in the system. The saturation function is 
employed for stability guarantee by avoiding peaking 
phenomena since, in fact, AQ  filter in this DOB is high-
gain observer. The estimated d̂  is used to cancel out the 
lumped disturbance. An interpretation of this DOB based 
control is that the DOB with uncertain plant )(sP  
behaves like )(sPn  dynamically, which makes the nominal 

 

Fig. 1. The basic structure of the disturbance observer [14]
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controller achieve the output tracking successfully even 
for the uncertain system. One important aspect of this 
DOB is that the state of filter )(sQA  is state estimate of 
the uncertain plant )(sP  since it is nothing but a high-
gain observer of the uncertain system. This property plays 
a key role in designing the boundary tracking control in 
this paper. For details, see [13].  

 
 
3. Main Result: DOB based Boundary Tracking 
 

3.1 Problem definition 
 
Consider the agent dynamics described by 
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where x and y denote the position of the agent and θ  the 
heading direction of the agent. In addition, V is the agent’s 
velocity which is assumed to be constant. For details, see 
Fig. 2. 

The objective of the paper is to design a feedback 
control law for the agent such that the agent follows the 
trajectory defined by 

 
 ( ) ( ){ }2, | , ,D x y R x yγ γ ∗= ∈ =  (2) 

 
Where ( )yx,γ  stands for a function describing physical 
value at position ( )yx, , and ∗γ  is a given and known 
constant. 

 
Assumption 1: ( )x t  and ( )y t  belong to a compact 

set for all 0≥t . The function ( , )x yγ  itself is unknown 
but only its value at ( , )x y  is available to the agent when 
the agent is located at position ( , )x y . Besides, ( , )x yγ  is 

continuously differentiable and 
( , )d x y

dt
γ∇

 is bounded. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Coordinates for boundary tracking problem [9] 

3.2 DOB based boundary tracking 
 
This subsection shows that the problem of the boundary 

tracking is actually a robust control design, and presents a 
DOB based boundary tracking controller. 

For the purpose of reformulating the boundary control 
design into a robust control design, define a new variable 
given by 

 
 ( ) ( ( ), ( ))t x t y t Rσ γ γ ∗= − ∈  (3) 

 
From the definition, variable ( )tσ  can be understood as 

tracking error. Then, the time derivative of the variable 
( )tσ  along the agent dynamics is given by 
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where ( ) ( )u t tθ≡  and φ  denotes the angle indicating 
the tangent line at ( , )x yγ , i.e. atan 2( , )y xϕ =  (four-
quadrant inverse tangent). With these dynamics in mind, 
define new variables 
 
 1 ( ),z tσ=  2 ( ).z tσ=  

 
Then, its dynamics is written as 
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where zy is the measurable output variable. Note that ( )b t , 

( ),tξ and ( )tϕ  are bounded for all t and dependent on 
( , )x yγ∇ which is unknown. This z system is an uncertain 

double integrator by viewing ( )b t  and ( ) ( ) ( )t b t tξ ϕ−  as 
an uncertain parameter and unknown bounded disturbances, 
respectively. Hence, the boundary tracking control design 
boils down to designing a robust output zeroing controller 
for the uncertain double integrator. 

 
Assumption 2: b(t) satisfies ( ) Mm KtbK <<<0  where 
mK and MK  are known constants. 
In light of the definition of θ  and ,φ  positivity of 
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( )b t  for all t in Assumption 2 means that the agents tracks  

the trajectory with maintaining ( ) ( )
2et t πθ ϕ θ− ≤ <  for  

a constant eθ  because cos( ( ) ( )) 0.t tθ ϕ− >  Note that if 
the boundary to be followed is smooth, the controller is 
designed properly, and the agent’s heading direction is well 
aligned with φ  initially, this condition is satisfied. 

For the sake of designing a DOB based boundary 
tracking controller, consider the nominal model of the 
uncertain system (4) as follows 
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where 
2

Mm KKb += and ru  denotes the control input to 

the nominal model. In order to design a DOB based 
controller, the nominal controller is designed as 
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Hurwitz, and 1q and 2q  are the Q-filter state which can be 
interpreted as a state estimate since the Q-filter is a high-
gain observer of the uncertain system (4) [15]. Note that if 
both 1z  and 2z  are measurable, they can be used instead 
of 1q and 2q  in (5). However, since 2z  is not available 
in general, its estimate is used in the nominal controller, 
which is the main advantage of employing the DOB. 

According to the DOB design introduced in the Section 
2, the DOB for the uncertain system (4) is given by 
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where ,1α 2α are determined such that 12

2 αα ++ ss  
becomes a stable polynomial with sufficiently small 1α  in 

accordance with the tuning method shown in [13]. The 
output of the DOB becomes 
 
 ( ).ˆˆ +−Φ= uud pa  

 
Then, the DOB based boundary tracking control is given 

by 
 

 ( ) .ˆ1ˆ
2211 dqkqk

b
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In view of the main result of the DOB based control 

design [13], the proposed boundary tracking control is 
summarized in the following theorem. 

 
Theorem 1: Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 are 

satisfied. Then, there exists 0>∗τ  for a given 0>ε  such 
that the DOB based boundary tracking control (6) with any 

∗<< ττ0  result in 
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4. Application of DOB based Boundary Tracking 

Control 
 
In this section, the DOB based boundary tracking control 

developed in the previous section is applied to two cases: 
continuous (.)γ  and discrete (.)γ  

  
4.1 Continuous measurement case 

 
Suppose that the agent (1) is required to follow the 

trajectory (s) with  
 

 ,),( 22 yxyx +=γ  ,4* =γ  
 

and that the function value of ),( yxγ  is available to the 
agent when the agent is located at the position ).,( yx  
Note that Assumption 1 holds true since it follows from the 
agent dynamics and  
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with bounded trajectory γ and .022 ≠+ yx Moreover, we 
have 

 
 2 2 2( ) 2 ,    ( ) 2 .t V b t V x yξ ≤ ≤ +  

 
This means that Assumptions 2 holds true as well. In 

accordance with the DOB based boundary tracking control 
in the previous section, the nominal control parameters are 
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set to ,21 −=k ,32 −=k and ,10=b and the DOB 
parameters are set to ,1=g ,22 =a ,2.01 =a and 

.0001.0=τ  Fig. 3 shows the simulation result. As shown 
in Fig. 3, the agent follows the trajectory 422 =+ yx  
successfully due to the DOB based boundary tracking 
control.  

4.2 Discrete measurement case 
 
In this subsection, it is shown that the proposed 

controller can also solve a boundary tracking problem even 
when the boundary data is given in a discrete manner. For 
the purpose, a data map is generated in a way that function 
values of ),( yxγ  are assigned at each integer points over 

,250 << x .400 << y  See Fig. 4. The problem is to 
make the agent follow the level set .50),( =yxγ  

As seen in Fig. 5, the agent controlled by the proposed 
DOB based control follows the level set 50),( =yxγ  
successfully although the data are given discretely. In order 
to get the function values of ),( yxγ  at non-integer points, 
interpolation is used.  

 
 
 

5. Application to Environment Monitoring 
 
Pollution in environment caused due to spread of abrupt 

release of contaminants in a medium is a potential high risk 
to society. Leakage of harmful gas, nuclear radiation from 
unshielded devices, oil spill in oceans, spread of ash clouds 
from volcanic eruptions are few such important examples. 
In all these hostile situations, the environmental monitoring 
and control authorities have to assess the spread of 
spatial phenomena in a safe manner, such that appropriate 
countermeasures may be taken in sequel. In this section, 
we demonstrate the use of proposed methodology in 
identifying the spread of ash clouds from volcanic eruption. 
The assumption here is that the Unmanned Air Vehicle 
(UAV) is equipped with a suitable sensor payload which 
can fly and take measurements within ash cloud. 
Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modeling Environment 
(NAME), is a Lagrangian dispersion model used by UK 
Met Office, in which a several model ‘particles’ are 
initialized and evolved through the computational 
atmosphere. The numerical weather prediction models and 
parameters such as plume height, mass eruption rate and 
vertical distribution of ash become the driving meteorology 
for the NAME model [16]. In NAME, the particles are 
advanced in space due to the resolved wind and due to a 
random motion representing the effects of unresolved 
motions. For further details see [17] and [9] in which the 
data has been used to validate a sub-optimal boundary 
tracking control law. 

The data generated by NAME over a 300 square 
kilometers of spatial region at a constant height is 
considered in this study and is depicted in Fig. 6. Note that 
in the simulations the measurement units are scaling of the 
original units and the aspect ratio is not retained. The 
idea here is to validate the performance of the proposed 
boundary tracking concept using realistic data, and 
henceforth the capability of vehicle to cover the entire 
region in one mission is relaxed. The main point here is 
that once the vehicle is deployed over the region, the only 

 

Fig. 3. A level tracking with continuous measurement. The 
initial condition: (1, 2), the boundary to be tracked: 

2 2 4.x y+ =  
 

Fig. 4. The level set data map 
 

 

○: ( , ) 50,x yγ =  x:*: ( , ) 60,x yγ = □: ( , ) 45,x yγ =  ◊ : ( , ) 55,x yγ =
( , ) 40.x yγ =  The inside of the level set ( , ) 60,x yγ = is set to values 

higher than 60 and the outside of the level set ( , ) 40x yγ = is set to 
values lower than 40 

Fig. 5. A level set tracking with discontinuous measure-
ment. The initial condition: (6,5) 
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measurement available for the vehicle to steer over the 
region autonomously is only the instantaneous density 
measurement value of the contaminant at that location. 

The agent dynamics in (1) together with the control law 
in (6) are simulated in a MATLAB(2015b)/SIMULINK 
simulation environment. The integration scheme followed 
is ode1(Euler) and the step size is fixed at 0.001. During 
the simulations, it is assumed that the agent only measure 
the local intensity of volcanic ash. This is realized by 
passing the instantaneous position of the vehicle ( ( ),x t  

( ))y t  to the numerical atmospheric-dispersion modeling 
environment (NAME) and corresponding contaminant 
density measurement ( ( ), ( ))x t y tγ is obtained. The velocity 
of the vehicle V in (1) is fixed at 1 unit/min which 
corresponds to a speed of approximately 5m/sec. 

In the simulation framework, the agent is initialized at 
location (84, 142), which is represented as a ‘red’ circle in 
Fig. 6. The steering angle θ is initially fixed at π/3 rads. 
The curve in black color in Fig. 6 represents the trajectory 
that the vehicle has taken autonomously and shows the 
goodness of the tracking performance of the proposed 
boundary tracking control law. 

The tracking performance is poor in the circle in Fig. sn6. 
This is mainly due to a sharp change in the gradient of the 
contour and the requirements of a sharp turn which make 
Assumption 2 violated. 

 

Fig. 6. Volcanic ash dispersion data and boundary tracking 
performance (thick dashed line). The initial 
condition: (84, 142) 

 

Fig. 7. The tracking error *( ) ( , )t x yσ γ γ= − over time 

Fig. 7 shows the tracking error *( ) ( , ) .t x yσ γ γ= −  The 
large error near t = 150 corresponds to that in the circle 
in Fig. 6. This is mainly due to large variation of the 
measured boundary data which makes Assumption 2 fail to 
hold. Except for around t = 150, the tracking performance 
is quite good in view of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 is the corresponding control input. Figs. 9-11 
show the states of the Q-filters. As seen in Figs. 9-11, the 
behavior of the Q-filters states are similar to that of bang 
bang control. This is because the interpolation is used in 
obtaining the measured data ),( yxγ when ),( yxγ  is 
known at ),( yx . This interpolated ),( yxγ  can make 

 

Fig. 8. The control input ( )u t  

 

Fig. 9. Output of the filter BQ  

 

Fig. 10. Output of the filter :AQ 1q , estimate of .z  
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sharp gradient, which can result in bang bang control like 
behavior of the Q-filter states. 

 
 

6. Conclusion 
 
This paper presented a boundary tracking of an agent. 

To this end, the problem is reformulated into robust control 
design for uncertain double integrators. Then, a disturbance 
observer (DOB) based control is designed to stabilize the 
uncertain double integrator. In order to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed control, the designed DOB 
based control is applied to two simple examples; 
boundaries are given in a continuous and discrete manner. 
Finally, it is shown that the proposed control can be 
employed for environmental monitoring. For the purpose, 
synthetic volcanic eruption dispersion data is used as 
boundary information. It turned out that the proposed 
control leads to successful tracking performance for the 
realistic boundary data. 
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